To gesture or not to gesture in dog training.
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To gesture or not to gesture in dog training?
Are visual cues more effective than verbal cues in dog training ?
Guest post by Sienna Taylor, MSc (Hartpury University Centre).
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A new study by Anna Scandurra (University of Naples) et al. investig ates whether visual cues
more effective when dog s are trained to fetch an item under four conditions: using only hand
using both hand and verbal cues and using contradictory hand and verbal cues.

It turns out that dog s responded better to visual hand g estures than verbal cues althoug h spe
when both hand and verbal cues were used tog ether.

Many pet owners teach their dog s to respond to both visual and verbal cues, for example, a
on the floor by simply using the verbal command “Lie Down” or alternatively using a hand g e
a combination of both! Whilst dog s do use vocalisations to communicate (such as attracting a
being context specific) (Serpell, 20 17), they communicate larg ely throug h the use of discrete
20 13), both intra-specifically (dog -dog ) and inter-specifically (human-dog ).

Dog s are adept at responding to our g aze or if we nod (Kaminski and Nitzschner, 20 13) or p
(Lakatos et al. 20 12). Sometimes we find that when we ask a dog to verbally “Lie Down” the
altog ether different response! Yet if we use a hand g esture such as point to the floor or use
visual cues the dog instantly lies down. T his more immediate response to a visual cue, even
cue, has often puzzled owners and beg s the question are visual cues more effective in dog t
we be using both?

T he study by Scandurra et al. (20 18) set out to test whether 13 pet dog s responded better
or verbal cues alone (unimodal) or both visual and verbal cues (bimodal) which took into acco
and auditory capabilities.

Dog s were trained to ensure they responded equally well to both verbal cues and visual han
perform a pre-test fetch task. Objects included a piece of wood, a plastic bottle and a pencil

T wenty four trials took place in the pre-test phase, eig ht trials used verbal cues only (spoken
directing the dog to retrieve one of two items), followed by eig ht trials using hand g estures o
the dog by pointing to one of two items). A further eig ht trials used both verbal and visual cu
one of the two items throug h the use of both verbal and visual cues at the same time).

Nine dog s met the requirements of the pre-test phase and were selected to take part in the
combination of both cues were used. However, this time the cues contradicted one another,
to retrieve, the owner pointed at one object but named another.

Dog s were found to respond equally well to both verbal and visual cues when used on their
and visual cues were g iven tog ether, dog s were found to respond sig nificantly more quickly
g iven contradictory information, 78% of dog s (7 out of 9 dog s) chose the hand g esture. T he
a chance level and randomly chose to retrieve the verbally indicated or the object visually po
interesting is that none of the dog s preferred the verbal cue over the hand g esture. T his lea
importance of verbal cues to dog s.

How we use verbal communication (e.g . quality of spoken word) and also level of eye contac
of responsiveness in the dog . Fukuzawa et al. (20 0 5) found that when a dog was asked to sit
throug h a tape recorder, there was a sig nificant decline in performance. It also took the dog
the absence of lip or facial movements. Similarly, when the person obscured their eyes by w
command was played throug h the tape, the dog ’s responsiveness to the command also redu
were worn and a spoken verbal command was g iven no reduction in responsiveness was ev
eye contact is important to dog s but not in all contexts. Fukuzawa et al. (20 0 5) also found tha
reduced when a person’s back was turned. T his implies that body postures appear to be im
understanding sig nals as part of human-dog communication but may be context dependent.

Next time you use a cue, if the dog does not respond it is worth following up with a hand g es
response!
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Jenny H 5 March 2018 at 17:24

I've always fo und that if yo u give a do g m ixed signals -- that is bo dy and facial cues that do n
do g will respo nd to the bo dy and facial cues, and igno re the verbal cue.
The lesso n to be learned fro m this, is that o ne m ust be very, very careful NOT to give the d
this is very co m m o n in beginner do g trainers, and they tend then to get cro ss with the do g f
Reply

Blair Anderson 5 March 2018 at 20:20

I like m y do gs to be bim o dal. One co m m and can help reinfo rce the o ther. Ho wever the m
using bo th co m m ands at the sam e tim e. That beco m es a pattern that where o ne co m po ne
do g) inco m plete and thus degrades bo th m o dalities. The way I think o f it is, use o ne m o dalit
o ther. Repeat using m o dalities in reverse o rder, as the do g appro aches co nfo rm ance dro
weakest o ne. I also teach that being aware o f bo dy po sitio n and o ther cues, a great exam p
o ften with o utstretched hand when saying 'COME'. Do g is learning the visual + verbal p
po sture is no t there the 'pattern' is inco m plete. Thus bo th m o dalities are 'weak'. So cle
hand/arm /facial gestures, being visual also aids yo ur do g
lo o king at yo u fo r 'cues' helping so lve the clo th ear syndro m e.
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